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LaLiberty's Goal Decisive

Colby Wins
ECAC Tournament
by David Strage
A headed goal from co-captain David .
The first half of the game was ¦
LaLiberty in the 84th minute gave .Colby
evenly played as neither defense allowed a
the ECAC New England championship in a
goal. However, Connecticut had a good
1-0 victory over Connecticut College at
opportunity niidway through the half
Loebs field.'
^
when their "shot hit the crossbar.
This was the Mule's first appearance
Colby's best scoring effort of the half,
in post season play since 1963. Colby
a shot by forward Tom Betro , went just wide
had never before won a post-season soccer
of the net. The Mules had worked the ball
tournament.
down the field with short, crisp passes
". The game was played before 800
but they were unable to take advantage
wind-blown Colby fans-who had to tolerate
of the opportunity .
a 40 minute delay due to a misunderstanding
LaLiberty's goal was the result of
with ECAC officials. Becuase of the misa free kick by senior Andy Huber who
understanding, two local officials were ,
Eric Leith saves pe nalty kick in ECAC game agains t Wesleyan
passed to LaLiberty in front of the net.
called in to referee .the contest.
Laliberty-commented .after .the game that ,
"the kick was immaculate. I didn't have
Presidential Search
to move ."
The tally brought the Mules a
champioship in a year most people
believed would be-a rebuilding season.
The biggest smile after the game belonged
to coach Mark Serdjenian who said,
By Nick Mencher
"There's not a lot this team could not dp
this season. They are a tough act to
meeting. At the last meeting of the comfollow."
Members of the Presidential Search
mittee, Chairperson Robert Anthony asHe .addedjhat , "it was all the team
Committee said yesterday that they hope
signed teams of two to ..three members to
deserved. They worked very hard all season and to be able to agree on the names of the
interview the twelve remaining candidates .
final four to six candidates for a sucpessor
over the next two weeks.
continued on p age seven
to President Strider at their November 29,
Patrick Brancaccio, one of the faculty
Jack C. Landau, director of "The Remembers
of the Campus Advisory Comporters Committee for Freedom of the
mitee,
said
there will be two interviewing
Press," and Clayton Kirkpatrick, editor of
teams
based
in Boston and one which will
"The Chicago Tribune," are co-recipients
meet
candidates
on campus. He will serve
of the 1978 Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award.
on
one
of
the
teams,
he said, and a meet8
in
presented
tonight
at
Tlie award will be
ing of the committee will be held tomorGiven Auditorium.
J *
by lody Hotchkiss
row to name another member of the AdThe Award was established in 1952,
visory Committee to the on-campus interin memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, who
books, and a'cooler bursting with beer.
As my partner and I glided into Memviewing group.
graduated from Colby in 1826. It is made¦
orial Gymnasium at UMO last Friday night
We looked at each other rather worEach interviewer will write a report
_
on the basis of integrity, craftsmanship,
it suddenly became all to clear that we were
riedly. Jane was wearing a funeral dress with
on
each
candidate and these reports will be
character , and courage. Its purpose is to
in for more than we expected. At the edge
a black pill box hat and a veil. The get-up
reviewed
at the November 29 meeting of
honor the memory of Lovejoy, to promote
of the dance floor that was to become our
suddenly madesense.We were going to be
the Search Committee. Student representafearlessness and freedom in reporting, editing
home for the next twelve hours, was another dead by morning and she, at least , was going
tive Mark McAtiliffe will be included as
and interpretive writing, and to promote a
home.Two competitors , obviously veteran
to be dressed for the occasion.
one
of these Interviewers. A few candidates
sense of mutual responsibility and cooperadance-athoriers, had moved in with a tasteThe rules of the dance-athon, sponhave
not yet completed the initial applitive eff or t between j ournalistic freedom and
ful nine by twelve rug, a comfortable Laysored by the sisters of TriDelt , were simple.
cation
process, and more interviews may
academic freedom.
zee Boy recliner , a fully made bed (for the
Dance from 7 pm to 7 am with fifteen minhave
to
be held in December.
Previous newspapermen honored with
precious rest periods); cards , magazines,
utes of rest every two hours (I thought that
Accor
di ng to memb ers of the Search
the award include John Hay Whitney,
was plenty of time-out until I realized it
Committee,
if all goes well and the final
Rather
ine Graham, and James Reston.
actually meant 10H hours of solid dancing
select
io
n
p
rocess
runs smoothly, the Boar d
Lovejoy is considered to be the counand 1% hours of rest). Except for rest perio
f
Tru
st
ees
ma
y
b
e able to vote at their
¦
n larti 0 pross freedom He was
ods, dancers had to move at all times. BathSw!¦?« _ii i 0 Mai,ne
January
2
9
.meeting
on the candidate or
, ln.1802, He graduroom breaks were allowed but monitors¦
S
i from
"^i "'
candidates
recommended
by the Search
ated
Waterville College in 1826, and
would be present to make sure feet were ¦ :> ¦
Committee.
moved west to St. Louis where he taught
moving in the staUsi Money which sponsors
A final vote on the 29th would be
a t ime before becomin g a reporter for the for
of the dancers had pledged by the hour
advanta
geous, Search Committee faculty
'
T mes At 27 , Lovej oy enrolled
would be collected only for each hour the
iTaJ
wt
t
re
p
resentat
ive Douglas Archib ald said,
¦
. in the Princeton Theological Seminary, but
/. , dancers competed tinder tlie rules.
"Because
some
of the twelve candidates
•ii i '
A brightilittle Tri Delt wearing a bright now hold important jobs,
if the selection
f°u "«od a religious newspaper, the
: ; green jtee-shlrt with three white, Greek delta
"St.
TLouis Observer.
process
were
to
slow
down
we might lose
"
:: ! signs across her chest announced that the
^
some people wlio don't want to leave their
An Incident occurred during whiclia
';i |proceeds would go to a camp for crippled
present school in the lurch." Donaldson
local Slack was trapped and killed , and when
!i ijchildren. She jokingly added that she would
Koons
, the other faculty»representative on
the mob leaders were freed by the court ,
Ii- ||take the' names of any dance-athoners Inthe
Committee
, said that .the January 29
lovejoy criticized the decision iri an editor,
", twested: tra btteridirig thecamp after the demeet
i
ng
was
"an
Ideal date for the final
inl. His press was destroyed and his homo
7-bilitatliigintent of dancin g ahead.
vote
,
but
if
we
have
to , we'll continue lookwas burgalizod, He hardened his stand on '
!• •!!,;-yy.< v .turned to my partner and said in
?
ing
through
the
summer."
Slavery, and on July 26, .837, ho published
There are no women candidates in
li' iwhatWas deliberately more than a whisper,
an editorial which completely condemned ,
? i^They, shodt ;Tri Delts don't they?"
the
group
of twelve now under consideraslavery. His press was again destroyed, but ;
y - ;7 Having.oglstered and having been
t ion , but Koons said that there are a few
,
v
continued on p age six
continued on pa ge two
f oe and Jane
continued on page three
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Sentinel StaFF
Violent Demonstrations in Iran

with Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, one .
of Israel's top negotiators in Washington, "
flying back to Jerusalem to participate.
State Department spokesman George
Sherman said Egypt 's acting foreign minister, Boutros Ghati; would go to Cairo "for
brief consultations" while Defense Muiis-y ¦.
ter Karral Hassan AU,'Mo heads the Egyptian negotiators, stays in Washington.
Carter, in a- televised interview on the
Public Broadcasting Service Monday, spoke
of talks being "bogged down." in legalisms
and language with both the Israelis and
Egyptians being stubborn.
. "I wouldn 't want to start saying who
is being more stubborn,"he said. ~
He added, "The frustrating part about
it is that we are involved in the negotiations
but we cannot make Israel accept the Egyptians demand, nor vice versa. We have to
try to tone down those demands and use
our influence. I don't know what will happen about it. We just
¦ pray that agreements
will be reached." '

American Haddock Fishing Checked

Arrests announced Tuesday of over
30 former ministers arid ranking civil
officials marked the latest development of
violent confrontations between military
troops loyal to the Shah of Iran and
orthodox Moslems opposed to the shah's
westernization of the traditionally Islamic
nation. "
Just Monday Shah Mohammed Reza
Pah&vi appointed his top military official
chief of staff Gen. Gholam Reza Azhari,
as prime minister of a military regime
following the resignation of Prime Minister
Jaafar Sharif-Emami Sunday night.
The opposition of the anti-government forces which has simmered for
months, erupting periodically into street
violence which has taken 1,000 lives, is
political as well as religious. A return to
the values of the Koran, an end to Westem domination of the country, democratic
reform of the shah's autocratic regime,
the freeing of political prisoners, and an
end to martial law are all being called
for.

steps, it also is expected to increase costs
for natural gas users, though there is disagreement as to how much.
The passage of the plan was "one of
the most difficultlegislative tasks Congress
has ever undertakeri-possibly'.in the history
of the country/'Carter said.
y
- •

PORTLAND • Haddock fishing by
small boats in the Gulf of Maine and the
Georges Bank will soon be closed to U.S.
fishermen, though Canadian fisherman are:
continuing an iuuegitfated fishing effort ;
on the bank, federal officials said recently
A new year's fishing quota was
Staten Island Ferry Crashes
begun for the two areas Oct. 1 after this'
year's quotas were exceeded. American
New Yorf<,.NY?~Ne_rlytwo hunfishermen have filled those new quotas
dred
people 'were injured, sohie seriously,
far more rapidly tkan had been expected ,
when
a Statler Island ferry crashed into a
however, creating a danger to the future
concrete seawall at the top of lower Manof the fishing industry if fishing is not
hattan last Tuesday.
checked, the official explained.
Officials said 173 persons were treated
Meanwhile, Canadian boats have
at five hospitals and . dozens more were given
been having a "field day" on the bank,
first aid at the scene. The conditions of at
U.S. skippers complain, since the Canadian
least two people, were listed as serious-one
with a possible fractured spine and the other
government authorized larger boats to make
' x
with a possible heart attack.
one unregulated trip to the Georges Bank
passenThe ferry was carrying 2,000
during October, and told smaller boaits
gers
across
fog-bound New York harbor
they could make as many trips as they
when
it
struck
the seawall "tossing passenCarter Signs Energy Bill
wanted to.
gers about and peeling the steel deck back
Though the US. claims jurisdiction
WASHINGTON.'D.C. -After an 18
, like a sardine can."
over the entire bank, a Connecticut-sized
It was the first major ferry accident
month pptfticalstruggle with Congress, Presshallow area about 20 miles southeast of
here
in
twenty years, and the City Departident Carter signed a weakened-version of
Portland, because it is part of the U.S.
ment
of
Transportation announced it would
his energy plan into law last Thursday claim- open a board
of inquiry in addition to a
continental land mass, Canada claims the
ing, "We have acquitted ourselves as well as
Coast
Guard
investigation
of the accident.
eastern third based on a principle of
a nation."
Piloted
by
a
30-year
veteran captain,
drawing a line through the bank that is
The energy package actually was comfog-bank
on its
the
ferry
emerged
from
a
equidistant from both countries.
prised of several bills, all of which required
from
Staten
Island
some
700
return
trip
The Canadian fishing effort through
the president's signature.
seawall
the
feet
west
of
its
slip
and
with
Carter said the new law is only 65 perout October and into November has been
right in front of it, officials said.
cent of what he wanted arid that the plan will
in that disputed zoiie.
Full astern was ordered immediately,
probably change.
ferry hit the seawall near Battery
but
the
"As problems evolve we will ask Congress I&rk before
the propeller could reverse the
to modify the bill,"the president said.
momentum.
21,
000-ton
ferry's
Though the plan is weaker than the
damage below the waThere
was
no
Mideast Peace in Doubt
proposal Carter originallysubrriitted to Conterlirie
and
at
no
point
was the boat in
gress iri what he called the "moral equivalent
danger of sinking. The captain, turned the
WASHINGTON, D.C.-The fate of
of war,"he said it did encompass his three
ferry around and brought it into its slip,
Palestinians in Israeli-held territory poses a
main principles: efficient use of energy; incen- later taking it back to Staten Island.
no sign of mechanical faillast dilemma which may destroy the caretives tb spur production of available energy
There y^as
fully forged Camp.David Mideast peace asupplies; and a shift to more abundand supure on the ferry which is radar-equipped,
greement, the Carter administration fears, ;
plies of energy, such as coal and solar energj
an official of the Department-, of Marine
as Carter and his diplomats sought Monday
The plan will .enable the United States
and Aviation which runs the ferries said.
to find an acceptable compromise on the
to save Vh million barrels of oil per day by
He also said the captain, Irving Satler, had
emotional issue.
198'5, Carter said, compared to the saving
an excellent 'safety record.After a twoJiour meeting at the Ken- of 4}_ million barrels his original plan
The last; major ferry accident occured
nedy International Airport in New York on promised.
on
February
8, \958 when a ferry collided
Sunday, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
bill provides tax credits to
the
While
with
a
British
tanker and thirty persons
Begin and U.S-. Secretary of State Cyrus
energy_conservation
,
various
consumers
for
.
were
injured.
%\V.ViVAViV.V,V V V» i
V»ViV.V.Vr.V«V»ViViV.ViV4V.V/AViV
Vance had no breakthroughs to report in
tWSttWtf&ra^
that attempt to introduce "new compromise language."
Egypt's Anwar Sadat, meanwhile , has
reportedly considered , but then dropped '
continues" f rompa g eone
BRASS BELL RESTAURANT
the idea of , calling liis negotiators home
friends organized a militia and ordered a
from Washington,
45 Main St., Waterville ' • . ' ¦ '
th
i
r
d
p
ress
,installed on November. 6. The
A full review of the talks is scheduled
FINE FOODS -^ GREAT SELECTION
for a Thursday cab inet, meeting in Israel; .
ihext night,i moi) attacked the office, set y
fire to the building, drove ,out the. militia, i
Open Mon. t- Thurs. 6 A.M7 - -6 P.M. ,
and killed Lovejoy as he defended his press.
Fri. I, -, Sat. y6-A.W: -1 9 P.M.
In a speech to the citizens of Alton,
H
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Hi F rom Hya nnis j

such transactions can be enough to pay for
,
„The eight hundred delegates which
a delegate's expenses at a student activities
|__ied£bo{h the Sheraton and Dj|nfeys' i
-/hotels miHyannii'were kept bti^y with daily conference.
;• ' Both Chasse and Noonan agreed that
? activiiies ;riinnmg^from 8:30 a.m. until 1:30
conference was interesting but not earth
*the
lia.m]-about sixteen hours petf day. Chasse
There was a three day student activiattending this joint meeting of the Associa
shattering
in what it had to offer. Nonethe•
of
attended one workshop on the merits
ties conference on Cape God last week and
tion of College Unions-International and
less,
Noonan
attended some interesting
activresponsibility
in
student
division of
the National Entertainment and Campus,
Colby was there. Pat Chasse, Student Acworkshops on student personnel graduate
ities at which the "Mack Truck'' theory
Activities ^sociatibnJ Colby belongs to
tivities Director auid Chris Noonan, Direcwas presented; A_ the^ workshop leader •* v : ; programs. He was told that there are only
both organizations^
tor of Roberts Union were oh the dunes, _ .
five thousand student activities specialists
from the U. of Michigan described the
in
America today.
theory: 'If your director of student activUndisclosed sources say that this conities was riurover, today by a Mack Truck
and^there was a concert scheduled for to- '¦ ference was such a success that another is
morrow, would it still come off?''
planned for February, this time in a warmThree simultaneous "showcases" were
er climate-Aruba.Noonan says that there
in operation during the conference. Perforis a Hilton on the Algerian coast that is
mers from all over.'New; England paid to
looking good for '80.
present twenty'minutes of their acts hoping
to be booked by various colleges.' There
were coffee house performers, and main
stage performers such as magicians and comedians. Delegates could go to "block
continued f r om page one
booking" sessions for .these acts. These
"impressive woman candidates who haven't
smoke-filled meetings, as Chasse described
;them, had the advantage of gathering delesent us all the information we need at this
point." . .
gates ,together from neighboring regions so
The inside applicants, or those curthat four or five performances could be
rently employed by Colby, are, Koons
booked in the same area for the same time,
said, "still being considered as unquestionthus cutting costs.
ably on the list of candidates." Archibald
Chasse pointed out that costs can be
said that he hoped they would be considcut by twenty to thirty percent through
ered in the near future because "they are
conference
Colby 's contingent for the
these multiple bookings. Savings made by
entitled to know their status
soon ¦as pos
¦ • as
' .¦ '
sable."
• _
^
After the January 29 meeting of the
Board of Trustees, the board will meet in
April. Sources on the Search Committee
said that Anthony and-other members of
the committee feel that it would be better
to announce and vote on the final candi-'
date before the board's April meeting.
Archibald said that there was "a good possibility that a special meeting of the board
might be held sometime between January
and February to vote on the next president. The way the process is going right
now, January seems too early and April
is too late." Koons added that the special
by Bruce D. Brown
meeting was "possible but special meetings
are complicated and best avoided."Seeing as this is the last ECHO before
According to Koons, while Boards of
Thanksgiving phrases and their definitions .
Trustees at other schools have rejected the
to learn, in order to encourage universal,
presidential candidates nominated by Search
understanding across your holiday dinner
Committees, such an occurence is "contable. Please try to have them memorized
ceivable but doubtful in our situation" bebefore the start of the third football game .
cause Anthony is also President of Colby's
Board of Trustees ,and seven members of
Turkey with all the trimmings - A rather
the Board serve on the Search Committee.
large bird , now deceased, has been surroundAccording to Archibald, the select
•' . '
ed by 147,000 calories.
tion of the final four to six candidates "' ¦ .
will "probably be similar to the way the
Drumsticks -That p art of the turkey that you
Search Committee has operated so far,
did n't know existed until you reached the
which I believe is the best method. We disage of 12.
cuss each applicant an d usuall y reach a
general agreem ent t o cont inue consider ation
Neck - What you thought turkeys were made
go
spill
Now
have
a
good
time
and
don't
too
the
dishes
a
while
Mom,
and
we'll
"Leave
of a candidate or elimina t e him from the
of prior to your 12th birthday.
much gravy.
all pitch in after our food settles" - An oft
selection process."
Drive carefully.
used statement that's right up there with
"All the vitamins are in the white meat" - A
Rob Lenk , one of the two stu dent
credibility
on
the
"the
check
is
in
the
mail"
phrase frequently used on younger members
¦ "•"¦7
representatives
to the Advisory Committee,
scale. '
'
of the family who didn't get a drumstick.
said "There has been a high level of agreement between the Advisory an d Searc h
Stuffing -The transfer of a horrible looking,
"Anybody care for thirds?" - A waif ning
committees so far." Koons, while pointing
but highly edible , food substance from the
which, when literally translated , means,
out
that "differences of opinion may come
stomach of a turkey into the stomach of
¦'. ¦ ¦'a
"If you don't eat it today, you 're going to
u
p
i
n
the final processes ," add ed that he
human, •
•/
didn't
get it tomorrow. And the
anticipate "any substantial differnext
day.
And
¦ ¦
ences
of
opinion developing" between the
the next day ..." •¦ ' >; .¦,¦ ¦ •
"We'll be eating by candlelight this.Thankstwo
committees
or between the Board of
"
giving" - The cook burned the turkey! ,
Trustees and the committees. T think we
"Have some more peas; there are plenty left"
¦ "E VERYTH1N G IN M USIC "
all agree on what's important as criter ia
There wasn't
as much turkey as the hostess
"Please pass the potatoes"-An archaic term ,
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
for the next president ," Koons said; "but
thought. •.!
.. v V.
no longer in use to the demise of table man'7 99 Main St.
872-5622.
we
occasionally disagree over the merits
ners. Replaced by "Gimme the spuds'."
of
particular
applicants."
ffoist down the mizzenpbop - This is not a
Members
of the Search Committee
how
it
Thanksgiving phrase. I do not know
"I'll have dessert later " - The football game
said
they
thought
there was a possibility '
got in here. .
has started.
that the final interviewing process, which
'• j L^i«y«W^4#«^i_.W«
will include a campus visit for each of the
*^^^
final four to six candidates, might take r
I
ALTOPARTS
, INC.
place over January, When asked if this
might
present a problem regarding student
od;
4,^Mg' ' I
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
^ %:: with this
input into the selection process, Koons said,
ffipET CARE CENTtR^^/
r :yy - 'y y ->
; ¦ ¦ / O 0L A m
"During Jan Plan, there are at least half of
/ - ..
'.¦
' HOURS: ' - ;' ;' .^ ' ,
¦
Vly ' -O frilfaii
. : ¦ ¦ • ' , . - ¦ .;¦' ' . • '. • '' ' ,;' '*' ,7 ' . - ,. ' ' ¦ ' .
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¦
'
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v
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the
students on campus. I*feei this will rep¦
:
'
¦
¦
•
'
..
:
'
Atoiu-Sat.
y> -y :7 - - ,
10-8
r S^ ^U^y ^^ ' - ' ^ Weekly
<
/
AuiiPafte /Mnt.A MarineSuppl k*
resent
a good.cross-section of the students
.;; >7- 10% off any book
r
bM
.
Suili 12 s
i; ^
^v i/U ' v^
^
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of disagreement between the Interfraternity
Council and the Student Judiciary."
The Student Judiciary Board has
~~ .
jurisdiction over violations of codes and
possible.
rules, except for academic dishonesty,
Bailey also asked that the persony
by Tom Stall
by
any student. An accused student can
who took the lenses from the photo room
The Stu-A meeting on Monday prorequest
trial before the Dean of Students
please return them , omerwise the cost to
duced a resolution urging that the future
or have a hearing before the Stu-J Board.
replace them will-be absorbed by eyeryone.
president of the college should support the
Stu-J hearings' are set up in three
Cultural Life GhairpersonJSav Zembilfraternity/sorority system on campus.
parts:
First, the Dean of Students, either
said
the
dance
concert
last
las
weekend
By a vote of 4 - 0 - 2, the board
in person or by letterj presents the school's
was a moderate success. He announced that
passed the following resolution proposed
position on the matter. Next , the accused
the next co-sponsored event will be "An
by Sid Mohel, Executive Chairperson: "The Evening of Theater" on February 22 and 23,
student gives his or her side of the story.
Stu-A Board strongly'-urges that any presiThe Stu-J justices then decide on guilt 7
co-sponsored with Powder and Wig.
dential candidate should be in complete
or
innocence, arid sentencing. 7
Scot Lehigh, Public Information Chairsupport of the fraternity/sorority system." person , announced that he had sent a letter
According to Steve Earle, Vice
In other business, Mohel announced
Chief
Justice and member of the Review
to Ansel Grindell inquiring about getting
A committee initiated by Stu-A is in • '
that the following students have been apCommittee, there are three basic punishments.
trash cans in front of Roberts.
the process of re-evaluating Colby's Student
pointed to the Advisory Committee on InThe first is Social Probation, which basically
Dwight Darrow, Committee ChairJudiciary system. There are presently two
vestment Responsibility: Eric Rosengren and person, announced his committee's recommeans the student will be suspended if
Boards: the Student Board and the Faculty he or she commits" another violation.
dreg Pfitzer. This committee has not been
mendations for the following committees:
v
Appeals Board.
fully formed but Mohel reiterated that
Earle termed probation "a joke," because
Admissions-Joel Cutler, Duncan Gibson,
President Strider hoped that the committee Lisa Ober, Karter Khipp; Athletics-Karen
he said afl it does is warn the student
The Stu-J Board is made up of 12 stuwill soon get on the ball.
Sondergeld, Sara Russell, Susan Meyer.cAll dents, two males and two females from each
not to get caught again. The second
Mohel also reported a letter has been of these people were approved by the
is fining, which Earle also expressed dissaof the three upperclasses. Members are apsent to all fraternity presidents concerning Board for the January '79 to Jan '80 term. pointed in the spring of their freshman year
tisfaction with as sonie students cam
complaints received about the state of frat
Darrow announced that interviews
by a committee consisting of the ChiefJusafford to pay fines and^some can't.
row.
for the following committees would be
four other members of the student board, The third piuiishment is suspension,
tice,
In closing, Mohel announced the apheld on Tuesday, November 28: Rights
the Stu-A Executive Chairperson, and three
which Earle said is used only in very
pointment of Kevin Kehoe to the sophoand Rules, Foreign Study and Student Ex- students selected by the Stu-A Board. Stuserious cases. ¦.
more vacancy on the Stu-J.
change Programs, and the Independent
The Student Judiciary's findings
dents appointed serve on the Stu-J Board for
Treasurer Cheri Bailey announced
Major Board. On Thursday, November 30,
Colby.
of
their
time
at
remainder
are
sent
to the Dean of Students, who has
the
that the liaison board will be getting in
the
Jan
Han
Committee
and
the
Library
of
three
consists
the
option
The
Appeals
Board
of referring the case to the
touch with the different organizations on
Committee candidates will be interviewed.
years.
Appeals
Board.
Earle said: "Our decisions
faculty
members
who
serve
for
three
problems. She also reported that revenue
Larry
Branyan
,
Academic
Life
ChairChair
are
pure
recommendation
to the.Dean's
the
Executive
by
One
member
is
chosen
print out will be sent to all organizations
person/announced
the
student
course
ques
Execoffice.
He
has
the
option
of
the
person
with
the
majority
support
of
accepting it,
soon. Bailey said that she is working on
tionaires have been revised arid will be 7
returning it, or throwing it put. Usually
utive Board, one is chosen by the outgoing '
the December 1 proposal for next year's
passed out to students soon.
Chief Jusitce with the majority support of the he abides by our decisions."
budget requests from the Trustees.
Stu-J Board, and one is chosen by the PresA student who is unhappy with the
Mohel asked organizations that plan
Important financial aid information
ident
of the college.
Student Judiciary s findings can go to the
to ask for a budget increase for next year, announced at the last Rep. Assembly meet
The purpose of the Student Judiciary
Appeals Board, and then to the President
to please get their requests in as soon as
ing will be posted in all dorms.
Association
Board is, according to the Student
who has the final say in all disciplinary
Constitution, to ^maintain the student 's right matters.
'
to participate effectively with the faculty and
The Student Judiciary Review
the administration in the disciplinary function Comnxtttee is primarily concerned with reof the college. This participaiton is based on
evaluating the structure of Stu-J. Earle
_^H_r
in > said, "I have no problems with how the
sitting
that
students
premises;
first
,
____, ^^___^_l^ ^^Hh__ ^l^_^
fl
two
^B_^
'" _Mt
_^
'
_^^^^^^r
^
judgment of their, fellow students can give
committee runs, but with selecting those
stupeople, with the inconsistency of rulers,
the most understandihg of the particular
the bedent^) involved and can best judge
and the leniency of the way Stu-J works."
havior of then peers: , and secondly j that stuOne of the major complaints voiced
dent participation in discipline further adat the first meeting of the Review Committee
vances student responsibility and maturity and is that the same type of people tend to be
positively establishes a relationship of trust
appointed to Stu-J each your. Since members
ar
id mutual respect among all the members of iserve for. four years, there is; little diversity,
the communtiy, the students, the faculty, and on the Board.'
:
. the administration."
It was also brought up that Stu-J's
The purpose of the Appeals Board is to sentences are too lenient and do not serve
"provide a formally structured board of appeals as a deterrent, as demonstrated by the fact
to which any student can petition for a rethat Colby spends $50,000 to $60,000
hear
ing of any,case which the student feels
a year on vandalism.
has not been adjudicated fairly, or at least
Members Duncan Gibson and Carl .
to the student's satisfaction by the Student
Costigan
expressed,concern t hat 'Stu-J meetings
¦
Judiciary. ." -v ' L- -.;. ' ¦•>. y,- -7 - 7- - V: ;'- ..':!/.
are closed and that the Student Body knows
:¦ •'The functibns of the Appeals Board
nothing about the judiciary,process.
¦
¦ are: (1) t o provide a formally structured
It was also brought up that the .
WkWkX .
board of appeals to which any student
decisions made by Stu-J are inconsistent.
can petition for a rehearing of any case;
, The.Reyie\y Board is now going .over
j(2) to act as an; appeals board for students
su
gg
est
ions to correct the problems, with the
¦
' student Judiciary structure. Members of the .
accused of academic dishonesty; (3) . , . '
to act as an appeals b oard for. decisions
Review Board,aie : Peter Formari, Chair- , ,
from the Iriterfrati-riuty Council; (4> 7 ' ' 7> " petsdn, Steve'Eafle , Andy FrenkM, Lucy ,i
| Nicols, Kitt y Weyl, CarlCostigan '
to decide who;has jurisdiction in bases ;.
¦
. Meg Matheson
'
¦ ¦:
¦
¦ ¦¦¦
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Nancy Klumpp and Beth Forsythe

True Love

Colby Dance

The Colby Dancers will bring a new
Veteran's Day evening at the Colby
|style of Concert to the Strider Theatre on
Coffeehouse was the setting for perhaps the . E
Friday November 17 and Saturday Nov. 18.
most enjoyable concert this semester. The
I Now in their seventh season, the dancers y 7
usual noisespf „the Coffeehouse-the rolling 1 will depart frorii the format of their regular
of dide, the shouts of victory and the slam
I
an attempt to bring
ming fists of defeat-were effectively quieted I Spring Concert, arid in closer
to the dance and
by the outstandingperformance of Thomas I the Colby- (immunity choreographer
will
each
dancers,
in the Lamb for chorus, soloists, and organ
Dyhrberg. '
I and to the
his.:pr
her.piece.
,7
about
briefly
speak
.
by Benjamen Britten, with all of the above
7 A "veteran"singer-songwriter of Madne ~i
soloists except for the soprano, who will be
Dyhrberg brought to the campus a level of »J
replaced by DebraWallace, '79.
,|. ,
professionalismrarely achieved by local
gfr K-x-X'K-x*:-:- ;-;^
Two songs by American composer ,
artists.
Stephen Foster, and two Christmas carols
Pyhrberg's diverse repertoire provided
from the Fourteenth arid- Twentieth Conentertainment for all tastes: Irish, blues, old
turies will, round out the concert. These
Beatles, folk, and of course, exceptional
shorter works will be sung a capella.
originalmaterial. All requests were answered
The Glee Club will, jpresent the same
with the enthusiasm characteristic of Dyhrconcert on Monday, Nov. 20 in Portland.
berg's unique musical style.
Their next concert at Colby is scheduled for
Equipped with "acoustic guitar, Dyhrberj
May 6. St.Matthew's Passion will be performed
sings in a strong yet unobtrusively masculine
at that time.
' style, Illsvoice while not overbearing, has the
ability to reach ^beyond an audience's ears, "
arousing previously unexplored musical
sensibilities within the listener's own experience. A contributing factor to Dyhrbefg's
success is the sincerity with which he performs,
as well as the quality of energy sustained
when she writes music, "the muse hands
throughout his concert.
you the first five or six lines on a silver
One of Dyhrberg^ original songs,
platter, arid you agonize after that." "
New England J'm Homeward
"Sweet
While the subjects of her songs are
Bound"
is a fine example of this performer's
controversial, it is her htimbr that distinunusual
talent
and songwriting abilities.
guishes them from other "women's music." This song was recorded
by Dyhrberg in
Using humor, she is able to make her point
Maine
arid
will
released
as a single within
without appearing bitter or overly aggressive the month.
Currently Tyson is recording on the
Though the atmosphere of the Coffee
Urana Label, owned by. Wise Women Enter- house is pleasant, a larger room would have
prises, a record company owned and run
been more appropriate for such talent as
entirely by women. Her main' concern , ,
Dyhrberg's. I, forinone, hope Thomas Dyhrnaturally, is exposure, bringing her music
will return the spring for a concert
^berg
to as large an audience as possible.She
more befitting his achievements as an '
estimates a potential listening audience
»M
VV«ViV«V_V.%VAVAV«V.V«V»%VA%%%V»V«V»V«%Vt%V«VV«V
artist.
of between 250,000 and 500,000. Record
sales do not reflect this large number, how*
ever, primarily because the publicity for
,j
{Svomen's.music'' is haphazard , at; best.
Where is she going from here?' Concerts
in Boston and Atlanta .are in tlie immediate
future, and there are plans to cut another , ¦,< ¦¦ "•
SPECIAL Breakf ast
/ Seafood and international Vegetarian
I >'
album in the spring. But Tyson is in tlie
H;
,
tin
whenev
r
7a
r
Sun
Sat
process of re-evaluating hor position, She ;
fears that grueling concert tours, often for :
meager pay, tax her strength to the point ' j
Where ft is detrimentalto tlio quality, of
1
: lil
Friday Saturday to 10pm/y
her music. Wliile bringing her, music directly ' ^^^^f
fit
l^
^i
m^^
^^^
to her audience is Important, she fears in
, ' . ' . , CLOSED MONDAY
; ' y: ^Jj|
^Food
''^ than
yoii thought
thci long run, over-doing It dould bo' worse ' i J S ^ ^ ^g ^ ^ W^
lii
you ' c^uld jget -the:iweii.!!.jj|
2^'^^/ :+vp ^s~i!Ir^"Bettef
than cutting back her performing schedule; ) *35
Director, Paul Machlin

Six Centuries Of Music
The Colby College Glee Club under
the direction of Paul Machlin will present a
varied selection of music spanning six centuries at their first and only concert of the
semester on Sunday, Nov. 19, at 8 pjn. in
Lorimer Chapel.
The concert feature will be -Mass in Time
of War by Joseph Haydn. This ambitious,
work will be pertormea in conjunction with
the Waterville Community Chorus. Soloists
include Bonnie Maiden, soprano; Gloria
Wagoner, contralto; Bruce Lancaster, tenor;
and Michael PeUetter,'80, baritone. ,
The other major w6^w_lbe Rej oice

Tremendous Tyson
One night Willie Tyson brought her
music to Lorimer Chapel and she took it
by storm. Tlie singer from the south combined dedication to the Women's Movement
with soft-spoken ironic humor and a gift
for story telling to drive home her deep be:
lief In the need for social change.
She. sang songs like "Debutante Ball:" .
'•The Debutante Ball is my favorite function/
It happens every year about this time/ It coihcides with our local cattle auction/ The
best breeding stock in the country all in a
line," and "Stealin' Heart:" vyou know I
never Intended for this to be a cross country run/ 1 only v/ent along ju st like,you
said "just for the flirt?/ But then you turned
on me with your loaded gun/ 1 feel like a '
blind mart starin* at the noon day sun " In
which sho satirized the traditional role of
women in society. 7 7
; ' At the' same time she rornirided.tier
audience of tlie enormity of female potential, One of-the songs she is best known for
was,written by Peggy Seegor and is.called
'JIfont To Be An Engineer", It deals witli
a 'woman*s aspirations and now she achieves
them: "I'm a third class citizen, my wages
tell'me that/, But I'm a, first doss engineer,"
77 Tyson is first a lyriclsti iShe feels 7
people are ready to pay attention to the
t lyrlcs of songs and certainly ilarge,part !i
Wher genius Ues ( ln;,tl^8 nroai Tyson says
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The dance-athon was not"as physically

continued f r om pa g eone "tiring as it was mentally tedious-lookingat-

^P 1 ' 03.HCC

'¦ —

Becky Rogers

Mark Corello

.

Our Townln Waterville

;,

Powder and Wig wfll present "Our Town",
hornton Wader's Pulitzer ftize winner, tonight,
riday,and Saturday at 8pan.in the Waterville
Ipera Hbiise.Therewill be a Saturday matinee
:2pj r_aswe_t.
"Our Town"is about a cross-section of life
1 a small New England town at the turn of the een
ay. It focuses on the little pleasuresof life that
an be easily swept away or overlookedin the
veryday frenzy of existence.Theselittle Measures
re Wlder's "saversof life."
The lack of formal stage sceneryis appropriate in context with the play's presentational
tyle of approach, accordingto DirectorBruce
Cartel.
He added, ''Thornton Wilderfelt that props
veren't necessary to illustratewhat he is tryingto
lustrate.He made a point of ignoring them
¦ al- .
'
Sgether."

The playis a representativesliceof life. In
that context, the actors must representfamiliarobjects in different ways. Forexample, a table
and somechairsrepresentsa house.
Aoxmiingto Martel.the charactesseach
' havea distinct personalityof their own as well
as beingrepresentativeof a type of person. This
aspect beyond
gives them a more two-dimensional
the stereotype.
The cast of charactersincludes MarkCovsflo
as the Stage Manager, LawrenceAnderson as
George Gbbs, Dave Worsteras Doc Gibbs, Pamela
Thibault as M_s. Qbbs, Eliza Eastmanas Emily
Webb, Clay Hirt<__nson as Editor Webb and Becky
Rogersas Mis. Webb.
Tickets for "Our Town"are availableat the
WatervilleOpera House, $2.50 for the general'public and $1.50 for students. '
'

the same old bleachers, the same old bas-

ketballhoops, the same little'Tri Delts arid

the same patterned , polyester disco shirts.
About three in the nprning my part-7; .
ner and !switched costumes during the rest
period. She wore my suit and I wore her
dress. We thought we mightwin another
prize because her dress looked better on me
and niy suit looked better on her. Unfortunately, the judg es didn ?tsee it that way.
There were other less avant garde diversions. The couple with the Lay-Zee-Bpy recliner invited us over to play cards. Have you
ever done the twist and bid on a bridge hand
at the same time? It's a challenge. I also ¦ .' .'
read an article in a Newsweekthey supplied
as !boogied around the dance floor. It was
titled "Life in an iron Lung."I must confess.
It sounded awfully attractive after nine hours
hours on the floor.
. By the twelfth hour everyone was
very buddy- buddy. People didn't even mind
my dress. We did a lot of ^ linedances and
Greek inspired circle dances. The Delta Delta
Delta's were feeling their ancient roots by
this time and joined in.
Many spectators showed up at about
6:30 am to watch the twelve couples who
had braved the wholenight finish.And suddenly it was all over. You could go to.the
bathroom without being monitored. You
could leave the gym tasee another normal
Saturday beginning. And...you could sleep.
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plastered with large black numberson our
backs we began to dance to what started
out as disco at seven o'clock sharp. Through
the night, alternatingDJs paced the sixty
odd couples that filled the floor with the
aforeto mentioned disco and folk rocky hard
rock, acid rock, rock rock, and a spri nkling
of slow songs.
The food that was distributed by Tri
Delt to help us through the night was not
exactly down home cooking. MacDonald's
supplieda syntheticjuice that was rescueorange in color andjcouldhave easily been
spotted from 30,000 feet. Dunkin' Dbnuts
was responsible for the doughnut crumbles
we received (I believe they were the best
buy for the Tri Delts, being many notches
below "Munchkins"in freshness arid taste.)
"Fluffer-nutter"in nauseating quantities was the sandwich spread of the night.
Throughout the evening several albums
were given as prizes for the best twist displayed, the best hat, the best 50s style, the
best right leg (of a female), the best left leg
(of a male). My partner and I won a prize
for the best costumes. The twenty albums we
chose from were not exactly wefi-known. '
The only one I recognized was a Burl Ives
Christmasset that I had owned back in
second grade.Tremember it because Buri
is dressed up as Santa Claus on the cover.
Leave it to Tri Delt to choose¦ a ¦recordI
already owned..- . ..' y :• .- . •
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Lovejoy Convocation: Nov. 16, 8 pm/
Claytbn KrkPafrick, editor of the.
% Given.
Chicago Tribune and Jack C; Landau, direcof the Reporters Committee for Freedom
§ tor
of the Press will speak as recipientsof the
¦
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Glee Club Concert: Nov. 19 at8 pm. "Re-

* joice In the Lanib"by Benjamin Britten, and

Tfie SevenSamurai by Alcira Kurosawa
will be shown Saturday, Nov. 18 at 7 and 9:30
9:30 pm in L100. Admission $1.00.
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Theatre: Powder and Wig's production of
"Our.Town" directed by Bruce Martel '80.
Nov.' 16, 17 ai^d lS at 8 pm. There will be
a matinee at 2 pm on Saturday afternoon. •
Waterville Opera House.
'
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Dance: Colby Dancers in Concert. Nov. 17
and 18, at 8 pm. Strider Theatre.

The Pawnbroker Nov. 19 at 8 pm in L100.

¦

'

Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid ride
again on Nov. 17 at 7 .and 9:30 pm. Starring .,'
the unforgettable duo - PaulNewman and
Robert Redford.L100.
Lecture: On Winslow Homer by Hugh Gour- I
' ¦ :¦ ¦s
ley on Nov. 16¦ at 10 am. :
:J
¦ •¦¦ "
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Jamos.Galway,acdalmisd as one of
the finest flautists of;the;20th^ Century,will; > 7
perform with the New Irish'ClianiberOry ' : ; 77,
^ Hall Audltorulm y yy,y
chestra in Portland City
^
.
,., _ 6nNov;;27;5t8:lS,, pmv ) 7^ ¦^ :[ ^ '^^y
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Part IX of the Civilisationfilm series .' •
will be shown at 4:30 pm on Thursday afternoon in LI00. This installment is entitled
"The Pursuit of Happiness."
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p qwdom-Tops:Mu
I r Sam Weiser
The Colby Mules traveled to Brunsck for their season finale with the Bow¦
in Polar Bears, with the Mules coming ,
t on the losing end of the 27-10 score,
finish the season with a 2-6 record.
- It was the end to a disappointing year
¦
i coach McGee and his team. The Mules
1: t many close games early-in the year
a 1 then injuries plagued them at the end
c the season.
Colby" went to Bowdoin hoping to
si rage.a part of the season with a victory
c| sr .their rivals, but Bowdoin was prepared.
II3 Mules scored first, but after that it was
a! Bowdoin for the rest of the game. >¦
¦0 Colby's first drive brought back mem:
'J \ of early in the season as quarterback
^'
?_|inK, Sears led the Mules down the field.
B wdoin's defense stiffened around their
t« l-yard line and Colby settled for a Larry
,
S irks 33-yard field goal.
Bowdoin tallied twice in the first half
tc take a 13-3 lead into the locker room.
The Mules took the kickoff to open
tl second half. Any hopes Colby had of
w mine relied on a good opening drive. As
\
t
<
t

fate would have it, Colby fumbled pn their
own 29-yard line to give Bowdoin great .:" ¦'-'..•;¦'
field position. The Bears capitaUzed,- and
before the half had gotten into high gear
Bowdoin had increased their lead by seven
points.
Colby scored its only touchdown on a
pass play from Sears to tight-end Bill Pullen,
Pullen had replaced Todd Marble after Marble left the game injured. The score reduced Bowdoin's lead to 20-10.
. Any chance the Mules had of winning
went out the door as the Bears took the
Colby kickoff and drove the ball the length
of the field for their final score.
The outstanding player for Colby was
junior halfback Joe Ciota who rushed for
over- 120 yards. Ciota has been a workhorse in coach McGee's offense all season,
rushing for about 600 yards this season.
Ciota was Colby's most consistent offensive
weapon throughout the season.
The 1978 Mules took great steps this
season towards building a foundation for
the future. Only three starters are graduating
which means that the nucleus of ,the team .:
should be the same next year.
This yiear the defense had some /

Running back Joe Ciota led all Colby backs thisseason.
problems, but defensive co-ordinator Tom
Kopp.wiU be working to solve them before
next season starts.
Coach Kopp has just completed his
first season with.the Mules, but by next

season he will be more prepared to deal
with the problems he faces.
This year's team played many games
that were lost in. the waning minutes. How
ever, the foundation has been laid for better things in the future.

• Soccer Wins Cham pionship
continued f r om page one.
have earned everything they won. They were
just great. I'm very proud of them."
"Senior co-captain Doug Lewing stated,,
"We didn't even tiiink about making the
playoffs until after midway through the
season and even then it was a remote
possibility.
The things that were just dreams for
Colby soccer at the start of the season
became realitySunday with their championship
»
victory.
¦¦•-¦ •-: The Mules reached
the final by defeating a determined Wesleyan team 4-2 the
previous Friday. The Mules registered two
scores in the overtime periods to gain tlie
victory.
"We did not even think about making the playoffs until after midway

through the season and even then it
was a remote possibility. "

Doug Lewing

I

iot ^
/Ti-mi

the game had ended in a 2-2 deadlock
which forced the 'dvertime periods. After"
5 minutes of the overtime, forward Torii
Betro beat the Wesleyan goalkeeper to give
Colby tlie winning goal.
Eight minutes into the second overtime
period, LaLib erty ad ded an unassisted
fasurance goal to provide tlie final margin.
Tlie goal was spectacular a? Laliberty broke
away from the defense and beat the goalkeeper,: before
putting the ball into tlie open ¦
- ¦¦ ' :', ¦.
net.' ; .. .V ¦".:". ¦ , , ' ¦¦¦/ ¦ /;, ,: , • \.
'
*
'
*¦
; : Colby almost dhtnot:reach the overtime period as Wesleyan was awarded a
penidty kick witli just three minutes remaining in regulation .
7 Goalie Eric Leith was under intense
pressure because with that game any chancei
at tho champlonsltip was oh the line. He
responded by making a remarkable save to
keep the score 0-0.7 y y
;< V
'. Tlie Mules had boon at a disadvantage
throughout the , game. Freshman forward
Tim Cross' had earlier boon given the red

card and sent off the field for "ungentlemanlyconduct". Colby was forced to play
the rest of the game with only 10 men.
The scoring began 18 minutes into
the game as Wesleyan's Seth Sholes drilled
the ball past Leith.
Colby had their first big scoring opportunity at the 35 minute mark when
LaLiberty attempted a penalty kick. The
Wesleyan goalie made a spectacular save to
halt the Colby attack.
M ost teams would have ha d the wind
knocked out of their sails after a saved
penalty kick , but not the Mules. 60 seconds
after the penalty kick, Betro scored Colby's
f irst goal on'an assist from Dick Muther.
The score remained tied until mid-way
through the second half when freshman
Pat Fortin headed in a comer kick for *
his first goal of the season. Wesleyan
got their second sc ore with only eight
minutes lef t as the Colby def ense had
one of its momentary lapses.
The crowds were very vocal at
both of the ECAC games. A crowd of
1000 watched the Mules win Friday.
Many of those f ans ha d seen Colby f ight
their way to the top all season.
Cbmmentlng on the fans, Coach Serdjenian said,- "They were magnif icent.
They have been with us all season, home
and away, and this tournament is just
what they deserved,"
He added , "They have certainly
affected our play at away games." He was
refering to the Bates and Bowdoin
games where Colby fans outnumbered the
home, team fans.
LaLib erty state d that , "It makes
all the difference when you hear the
crowd behind you. You want to win not
"*"
only for yourself but for them.",
The tournament provided the Mules
with another record to add to this year's
collection of new records. The two tournament wins gave Colby a total of victories
for the season wlilch'eclipses tho old
record bV one .
Their,' final record (including
the
ECAC championship) of 11¦ ' .2 -1 will be a
new standard for future Mule soccer*"
teams to shoot for. ¦ *

Women s Hockey
Prepare sFor Op ener
by Stephanie V ratios

The Colby Women's ice hockey team
will begin its 78-'79 season *his Saturday
against Boston State at 3-rOO p.nv. in Colby's Alfond Arena.
Coming off a season that was marked
by frustration and dissatisfaction, the Mules
are looking forward to regaining their, reputation as one of the best college teams in
women's ice hockey.
The Mules have a new coach this sea:
son, Bob Ewell, who is a 1971 Colby graduate. Ewell previously coached the Colby
Junior Varsity men's hockey team. In addition, there will be an assistant coach, Chuck
Callan, who is from Massachusetts.
Leading the Mules this season will be
senior tri-captaifls Carol Doherty, Lee Johnson, and Linda Smith, all of whom have
outstanding skating and shooting records.
New players that will create needed depth
in the offense are junior transfer Pam Helyar and freshman Karen Cowles. Freshman
Jeffra BeckneU will be a welcomed addition
to the defense.
-Lee Johnson was voted Most Valuable
Player last season and junior Jean Minkel
received the Most Improved Player award

along with the Captain's Cup, awarded for
dedication and team spirit. Unfortunately,
Minkel will not be playing for the Mules
this year as she is earrying a Very heavy aca
demic schedule and will be off-campus for
Jan Plan. Needless to say, her presence will
be sorely missed! Also missed will be the
only player that graduated from .the team,
last year's captain Betsy Blackwell, who exhibited unlimited leadership whilevbeing
:
very dedicated to the team.
schedule
which
begins
The women's
this Saturday will be followed by two more
games the weekend before finals, December 1 against last year's" undefeated UNH
and December 2 against Northeastern. Both
games will be played here at Colby, starting
at 3 p.m. The season continues through until March when the Mules will travel to
Cornell University for an invitational'tournament.
7
The new more-dedicated coaching
staff and talented additions should provide
for an exciting season. Everyone is invited
and encouraged to come and support Colby women's hockey!! Again, the first game
is here, this Saturday at 12:30 p.m. against
Boston State.

Sports Trivia

1. What professional basketball player never
fouled out in his entire illustrious career?

5. What former NFL great is now a Sup-'
reme Court Justice?

2. What was Jack Dempsey's nickname?

6. In-1.977 a football game was played be-"
tween two of the biggest rivals on the East
Coast and it drew the largest t.v. audience ';
ever in the history of college sports. Can ef m
--~
you .name the two teams involved?-

3. In 1967 the Boston Bruins traded Pit
Martin, Giles Marotte, and Jack Norris to
the Chicago Black Hawks in what is considered the worst- trade in NHL' history. What
three players
did the Bruins receive in this
¦
trade?

'

9. Who was the last 400 hitter in baseball?

CORRECTION: The photo which
appeared: on last week's Sports page was
not a picture of a J.V. player as stated.
Pictured was Varsity Halfback Sam Koch

self, as he has done all season. Similarly,
Bill Muller, as fullback, was one of the
grea t est assets to the t eam , for without

him; many, potential trys would riot have
occurred. -

Rugby Defeats Bowdoin, 6^0
by Larry Branyan
The final game of the Colby Rugby
Football Club's fall season ended ina 6-0
victory at Bowdoin on Saturday. Brad Rich
ards scored the. only try of the game for
Colby and Steve Riviere converted the kick
to provide the margin of victory.
The victory came only after a long,
hard struggle in which both teams were
constantl y having to fight to gain possession of the boll. The players worked togeth
er as a team , with1 the opposition constantly being intimidated.
The Bowdoin "Polar Bears" were a
smaller , less experienced and relatively
disorganized team which the Mules should
have easily defeated. Overconfidenco and
injuries plagued the Colby team , but nevertheless, the team spirit gave them the determination to win.
The forwards , comprised, on both
seasoned veterans and fast learning new recruits, were superior in weight; height and
strength than their opposition * Led by
Richards , the forwards worked hflird ,;to

win possession of tlie ball. Richards and
Russ Fleming set a fine example for the
rest of the team with superb tackling and
ball-handling.
The relative inexperience of Chris
Schmidt and Mike Cronin , both new re- .
emits, proved to be of little hinderance as
those players made up for experience by
sheer determination and devotion to the
game.
Keith Davis, in his first season on
the "A" team has shown marked improvement throu ghout the semester , as have Jim
Bourne , Ted
¦¦ ¦;¦ Saracono and' Kurt Vanvolken
¦
berg. .

¦

'''

, " '• ¦y ' . .7

• Gary DcVote, the team captain ,
played his, first game of the season after
returnin g from a recent knee injury. Leading the veteran backs,.DeVote constantly
har assed the opposition with 'support from
Riviere, Peter Krone , Bob Ruzzo, Barr y; ;
H orwitz and ScottiKreuzlngerJ
Kreuzinger , the only hew recruit to
be playing in tlie backs distinguished him-
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.7. Name three players who have been on ,J
both NBA and ABA all-star teams.
8. Who is the shortest player in the NBA?

4. Who was the Last NHL goalie hot to
wear a mask?

Rugby teams form the scrum.,

__

Midfield Andy.Huber races Wesleyan attacker to the ball in Frida y's
'
semif inal which Colby, won 4-2 in overtime.
'_ '

10. When the Detroit Tigers won the World
Series in 1968, who was their pitcher with a
3-0 record in the series?
•
Hi What was the name of the midget Bill
Veeck sent to home plate in 1951? His only major league at bat was a- walk!
12. . Name the last three Amencan Leaguer
to win the triple crown.
>
13. What Pittsburgh Pirates pitcher hurled
a no-hitter for 12 innings only to lose the
ball game In the 13th inning?
14; What NHL center ice man scored hhH
fiftieth goal of the season on his birthday,
not once, but three times in his career?
IS.- What retired NHL and WHA star led
the NHL ln career . hat tricks (3 goals in
'dne : j^me)?; :,:
'^^
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Career Wafrj ii
LSAT candidates, and juniors who
will take the LSAT this cpmtag spring, may
be interested in a Preparation Course offered
by Adelphi University during January and
several weekends during the spring.
Communications :Boston University
jraduiteSchool for Public Communication
s having an open house on December 2 from
[ 0-5 in Boston. If you are interested in gradlate study in Communication, this is a good'
)pportunity to learn about programs in the
Boston area.
I
The Shady Kill School in Cambridge,
Wa. offers a unique program in teacher eduction . Through courses with Tufts University
md Lesley College and one full year of pracfcce teaching, students may be certified with
I masters in secondary or elementary educatonl This program stresses the practical
exi|erierice .
'
.. .y : .7\ ¦..:.. ¦ --=
Educational programs in Intercultural
j uman Relations are available through the
* isle Fellowship programs.The programsinude Jan plans, summer programs, and full
ars of study< These programs may even be
'Iceri for transfer credit.
The University of Denver College of
wr offers i unique program in Judicial
iministration.This is a one year graduate
ogram with courses such as Operational
ipects of Courts Management , Administra• in of Federal Courts, Data Automation in
r e Courts, Civil Litigation, and other law/ministratidn courses.This is an excellent pro
r ini for those interested in administration
is tf law, with many job opportunities.

The New England School of Law is spon
>
soring an open house on December 2nd. Facui
ty and students from the school will be available to talk about their programs, in addition to scheduled programs throughout
the day.
- ".' .
For further information, contact Career
Planning in Lovejoy 110.
~T '. . ' The "Women's Commimity Health
Services"in Augusta offers free pfegnangy
testing, information and referral services.
The clinic is located at 25 Memorial Drive.
For more information call 623-2774.

January Graduates:Armstrong Cork
mpany (flooring, etc.) is looking for
didates for a training program to begin
uary 8. Benefits of working for Armstrong:
^Asroom training, district offices throughit the country, good starting salary , busiss expenses paid, company car provided/
icy are looking for people In marketing
' |d sales. - .¦¦ • ¦:¦ ¦ ; • „; ¦ ¦) . y/ :' i; i, > : \ yX: x '. " ' '"
Micliigan State University is offering
itoral fellowships for minority students in
"ireas of study. Awards of; $6,000 for each
.. hree years are available, - ; ¦ ; y
j l
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January Graduates: The United States
A gical Corporation Is looking for students
l\ oin their Management information Sysi is Training Program. No previous cornet or background is required, but they are
II kiri|t for strong analytical skills. This
)l io corporation provides excellent train'6 and career advancement opportunities,
"8 well as excellent starting salaiiea; , ' !
A Careers in Broadcasting Conference*1
be held on December 9 at UNH; Sporir ;
t 1 by American Women in Radio and Tele•^ i .thc program is designed to amwer your
•g l ions about- caroers m:broadcasting. Tills
•jj d be a perfect place to make profession•t ntoc^s. The Conference Is!titled,;VEvorys You Wanted To Kriow About Careers
w oudcasting, But Did n't Krioy/: Who To
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7 The week of Nov. 28th is the beginning of Colby's intramural College Bowl.
The Student Activities Office needs teams
consisting of four participants with up to
four alternates. It is also essential that we
have faculty members, administrators or
students to serve as game officials (judges,
moderators, timers and scorekeepers). Team
names should be forwarded to the Student
Activities Office by November 21.
The ultimate goal is to take the four
top point scorers for the campus and form
a Colby College Bowl varsity team to compete in the regional playoffs second semester. Any further questions should be direct
ed to Pat Chasse or Chris Noonan.

—_wm—m
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Any men interested in j oininga male
raising group contact Nathan
consciousness
I^weH at the Bookstore.
I have an apartment in a good location downtown which I want to sublet from
the end of finals to the start of second semester. It is a single, though two could be
comfortable. If interested contact Mike
through either Colby Box 1491 or at .8736635. Your chances of catching me are
better through the mail.

The following description is the actual function of the bookstore committee
rather than the one that has been quoted
in recent weeks.
"The bookstore committee advises
the manager of the bookstore on matters
of policy and regulations governing bookstore use by students and faculty; it serves
as a liaison between the bookstore and the
college community."

The greats of hockey are hanging up
their skates and retiring their numbers. There
Seniors: Remember to get senior photos is a second chance for the Bobby Orrs and
to Oracle Box in Roberts Union!Deadline of Bobby Hulls of Colby's administration and
faculty! Join Chris Noonan (x. 295), Jeff
Nov. 27 approaching rapidly. ^
Sanderson (x. 216), and Pete Kingsley (x. 211
(x.
211) on the Faculty Flyers in Colby's
. The Waterville Skating Club will offer
intramural
league. If interested contact any
Colby students reduced rates for memberof
those
mentioned
above.
ship. The club meets Wed. evenings and Sun
mornings. For more information call 8728174 or 873-1774.
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| Graduate Fellowshipsin Canadian
: udies are offered for students interested
careers in political science, and who are
terested in applying the study to Canadian
fans. The program is offered through the
diversity of Rochester.
! The University of Hawaii has 40 po(j ons for participation in East-West Instia e research and development projects. Earn
tasters or Doctoral Degree while studying in
the following research areas:Environmental
pact of economic and social policies;
puiation growth, distribution, and change;
idem communication links within and
ween nations; cross-cultural interaction;
equitable
access to energy, raw materials,
s
I food resources. 7

Anystudent who is presently an Emergency Medical Technician please call Jim
Elmore at .x598 or leave a note in box 457,
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It' s a feeling t hat slowly descends upon
you. The exams, t he pop test s, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis—

t hey won't go away.
But you can. This weekend , t ake off , say
hello t o your friends , see t he sight s , have a
great time. You'll arrive with money in your
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn 't
ot
take^that much out it.
If you ' re feej ing t ired, depressed and
exhausted , grab ,a Greyhound and split. It' s a
sure cure for the blahs.

Greyhound Service

Vou Can
' • '*—

¦ ¦ • ' "T*' ' - . - " 7

You
• *"*•

'

7:53 pm 10:10 P.M.1

Por tland

7:53p.m.' i:is ' . rm:. '
Boston
4:33pm: 11:25PM.
Wooster
P.M., 11:13«W-. ; .
.1:47
aven
New H
7:53 PM; 6:39 pMNew York
Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
.
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Caveat E r€tf ern ities
At Monday's Stu-A meeting^ Executive Chairperson Sid Mohel reported he'
had sent a letter to all fraternity presidents listing complaints received involving fraternities this semester. These included litter, trees decorated with toilet paper, the practice
of netting and dumping water on people, obscenities yelled between fraternities; and objects thrown at buildings and people. Mohel urged the frats to take action
to correct
;
these problems.
. 7' 7
The Board also.passed a resolution urging that the Presidential Selection *:•¦:
Committee consider only candidates who support our fraternity/sorority system.
These actions may seem somewhat contradictory, although both are intended to support Colby's fraternities. !
The faculty of Dartmouth College recently voted to close the school's
fraternities and sororities. It is not unlikely that a similar occurrance could happen
here, especially considering that we will have both a new President and a new Director
of the Board of Trustees next year.
The present condition of ' frat row,'along with the. actions of some of the .
frat members, reflects badly on the present fraternities and the system as a whole. And
it is not just a matter of respect; it is a matter of safety as well. Throwing bottles at
people is a dangerous habit. By cooperating with other frats and students, frat members would show respect and concern for the campus and the college community.
Colby's fraternities and sororities, in a more ideal state, are an essential ¦
part of the campus and should not be abolished. If frats want to see the system re- .•
tained, however, they will have to work together to create a respectable image.

The 1978 ECAC championship is the first post-season tournament ever
soccer team. The Mules earned their victory with an unselfish team
Colby
won by a
effort . Their execution was tremendous as they finessed their opponents throughout
the ECAC tournament.: _
.
Now that the final results are in, the "time has come to give the soccer
program what it needs to stay at the top. The two games this weekend drew, 1800 !
total fans, all of whom had to stand because there are no bleachers at Loebs field.
When freshman goalie Eric Leith made the penalty kick save, very few people knew
how critical the play was, due to the lack of a scoreboard clock at the field . It comes
as no surprise that soccer has trouble drawing student support; going to the games is
an inconvenience, almost a torture, for the spectator.
The field the soccer team plays on is in desperate need of an overhaul.
The playing surface is scarred and impairs the smooth execution of the game
It is time for the athletic department , the Board of Trustees, and tae alum
ni to back an effort to raise the funds necessary to make these improvements in the
soccer program. Let's not wait another fifteen years.
Due to Thanksgiving vacation the
ECHO will not be published on Nov. 23
or Nov. 30. The last . issue of the semester
will be published Dec. 7.

___
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Jungle Gym
To the Editor :
, '
Judging from the faces in the crowd
when the lights went on Saturday night at
the Wadsworth' Gym, it was evident that most
everyone had had a satisfying evening of music
from Tom Rush and Leo Koftke , in spite . ,.•',
of the near tropical heat. The conditions
might have made orangutans and banana ,
trees feel at home, but they were hardly
appropriate for the several thousand concert
gaers. In addition,the racket created by
the blowers in at least one section of the
bleachers made it difficult for the music to
be heard by those who sat there. If there is
nothing in the building's system that would
prevent it, why not turn the heat way down
prior to concert time? In the same waythaf
cows and horses heat up a barn , anything
close to a capacity crowd would do the same
for the Wadsworth Gymnasium. This would
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shave a few dollars off the heating bills as
well.
Another note( unrelated except by way
of concert preparation and groundwork:
Any necessary directions or information
should be provided to a waiting crowd at
the beginning. After people had been lining
up at the door for forty-five minutes, it was
announced that those who needed tickets
should be on the right hand side to purchase
them. This ineffective suggestion resulted in
a tremendous last-minute commotion in close
quarters. It was unnecessary; an announcement at the outset was all that was needed.
. Colby performs a valuable and appreciated service for its students and the communi
ty as a whole by being able to bring in top
musicians and high quality entertainment.
Let the handling of the events match the
caliber of what's happening on stage.
.... Joe Gary
Polermo, Maine
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Proo freaders:

textbooks, reading lists, and other activities
evolved to fit this schedule. We, how.ever,;
adopted a 12-week semester, but we retain
the same texts, laboratory schedules, reading
lists, and other accoutermehts of the "real"
semester. But if we divide the 675 hour total
by 12 weeks, we come out with a 56-hbur
week, which comes put to seven eight-hour
days. A busy week!
7 '
We may accept this as the price we pay
for the JANPLAN; or we can cut':20% out of '
our texts, laboratories, reading lists, and other
activities. But , if we leave out five chapters
in the standard text .oi three laboratories,
or four novels, or eight courses, what has
happened to the Colby degree? Daisy would
find it even harder to be pleasant to the
Colby solicitor!.This is the dilemma that the
College has been unable to resolve, though
there are a number of available solutions '
and it is to this that Ms. Dore might direct^ ..
her attention.
Donaldson Koons

wearing reflective arm bands. Perhaps the
Colby Bookstore could purchase these arm
bands for sale to students.
Tp the Editor:
Please understand that the prime
Each evening as I return from work
reason
for this note, is for the SAFETY
at the Scott Plant in Skowhegan, I pass many of students. Accidents happen quickly!
Colby students jogging along County Road
Richard W. Bartlett
and the Marston Roadi Sirice the time
Waterv
ille , Ma ine
change to st andar d t ime, darkness comes
especially,
hours,
twilight
early and in these
All letitn mutt bi stgned.and >submitted by Monon overcast nights , it is difficult to see these
day
evening. Nairn wltt bt withheld upon rtqmst.
students as they jog along both the right
The Colby ECHO reservesshe right to shorten tny
and left sides of the road.
letter. If werecite severalletten eoneentiniotu
,..;¦ I am concerned for their safety, as
topk of interest, we may print only - repreuntamany of them wear dark clothing, not
live letter. .
easily detectable. I would; like to suggest
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News Editor
Art Editor
SportsEditor
Feature sEditor
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Photography Editor
Production Ma nager
BusinessManager
AdvertisingManager
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To the Editor:
Daisy Dore has identified a problem ,
perceived by others, but.has not identified
a maj or cause of that problem '.'A little historical review and simpleVarithmetic
;may
¦
"
help. 1
;:"' - ' '
: ' X y . . :7' , '7 " ' :7' \7
The "credit-hour" of a class meeting
is commonlythought of as requiringabout 2
hours of preparation; thus a 2-credit course
is seen as demanding about six hours per
week, a 3-credit course nine hours, and so .,
on. (We all recognize that this is at best a
crude measure; nevertheless, it is -widely
accepted as a ru_e-of-thumb.) A typical 1516 hour load , distributed through three,
four five or six courses, then requires a total - *class and preparation - of about 45 to 48
hours per week of a student's time - that is,
five and_a half to six!eight-hour.days not an
uhcommohbr especially demanding work
week.'
All this worked fine in the "classical"
15-week semester, in which 3-credit courses
met 45 times, more or less, each semester.

Safety First

HUT Bill
Elizabeth D. Shackford
Phil ip N. Glouchevitch
Margaret K. Saunders
J ane E. Eklund
Jos eph W. Hotchkiss Jr.
Samuel S. Welser
Linda J . Frechette
Lawr ence; O. Branyan 111
Brigitt e M. Raquet
Andrew L. Frankiel
Andr ew B. Choate
Christopher C. Morrill
Michael R. Donihiie
James P. Zendman
Wayne R.Gombotz

The total semester work load was then seer' ••¦ ; , :, y.." ! y-; - as 15^45; ,OT 675 hours, ^nd laboratories, ;
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y Larry Branyan
In the past few weeks, the. ECHO
let and commentary sections have been
rked by a great profusion of literature
lcerning matters related to the Educa-_al PoUcy Coniunittee (EPC). As Acade; Life Chairperson and a student repreative on the EEC, I have been somewhat
turbed to read some of the student comnts, some of which have been based-on
omplete.information. .- ". ' - '
The EPC is at present reviewing the
idy report of the subcommittee on disfution requirements. The report, the cullation of a year-long study, was presentto President Strider on May 2, 1978 and
sequently to the Educational Policy
nmittee.
- The review of the report has involved
y long arid somewhat tedious hours of .
ussion. It has been debated point by
it, each point being discussed on both
ndividual merits and its purpose in the
all context of the report. In this manthe EPC has hoped to arrive at some
i of coherent compromise and overall
ptance of the Bundy report's recomdations. "Straw" votes have been taken
erning the majority of the recommenda
i, although many long hours of fervent
te are inevitable before any definitive
age is presented to the faculty for then
oval.
On October 3, 1978 both the recomlations pertaining to the English and
age requirements were discussed. The
:al concensus of the-committeewas .
the English 115 and 152 requirements
tained, English 115 being offered for
credits and not the proposed increase
ur credits. English 152 was voted unJgiusly to be focused on an emphasis
ijor literary works, vyith the requirethat at least two of the major literary
s be taught.
The retention of a language requirewith a primary focus on tine developof reading competence was rejected
nuch debate , although no one spoke
>osition to the language requirement.

byla studeht during his college career would
be reduced/and the lack of flexibility that
would inevitably result if all courses were
to carry the same credit. It; was decided to
table the Hauss proposal in favor of fur- '
titer discussion'of the Bundy proposals
which were amended to read "that,students
, ' 5 . Extendedf i r ssemester:
Allowingreg- may,take courses for credit-basic or flexible
t
each January." This motion was approved
l
to continue through Janular f a l courses
by
a straw vote, the remaining recommendauary f o raugmented credit. Presumably,
tions
of the subcommittee being approved a
a student might have a single Jan Plan or
as
written,
most of them being already in
enroll f or augmented credit, in two to three
force.
f a l lcourses that would extend through the
An alternative proposal, submitted by
> -.January period.
student representative Bill Leete and endorsed by Nick Nichols and Jossie Quintrell, also student representatives was tabled.
The discussion at this meeting graviLeete's proposal was presented in two parts:
tated around the student work load with
:he.first , suggested that "in lieu of an insuch questions as "Is it indeed excessive?
crease in the total credit hour graduation
If so, how can the work load be lightened
requirements because of the possibility of
without sacrificing academic quality and
three credit Jan Plans," students ought to
elective course offerings?" The committee
"be limited to three credits per Jan Plan up
adjourned after "concluding that there
to a maximum of six credits towards the
may not be a gate on this particular cyclo- 120 hour graduation requirement." Leete's
tron.
second proposal involved the establishment
'""-¦ The problems witli,the Bundy report's of an hour norm, so that all January proJanuary Program proposals were evident to grams would be required to represent a
the EPC members-no one could agree as to standard amount,of work in terms of hours.
what ought to be done. Professor Hauss of
The most recently discussed of the
the Government department summed up the subcommittee's recommendations
concerns
problem: "We seem to have reached a
area requirements. The subcommittee has
consensus on two points. First, for a num- proposed to create five area
groups rather
ber of reasons (e.g. shortening of the semthan keep the existing area groups. The
ester, abolition of Saturday classes) our fall EPC was not in favor
of the proposal which
and spring terms are too compressed. Stuwould involve distribution requirements in
dents feel oppressed; we see students unable Creative Arts, Humanities
, Social Sciences,
to give then courses the time and reflection Natural Sciences
,
and
Symbolic
and Quanthey need. Second, to put it mildly, Jan
tative
Thought.
Instead,
it
has
been
proHan is not what it was designed to be."
that students be required to take
In an attempt to solve the dilemrna, posed
three courses in each of the existing areas.
Hauss submitted his own proposal to the
There
desire that students be made
EPC for consideration. He proposed , as the to takeisasome
two
semester
"only solution," the implementation of the nent, but this sentimentlaboratory compohas been overruled
4 - 1 - 4 system.,Hauss stated that "in orin view of practicality;.
der to graduate, a student would have to
Those students, who believe as the
complete eight semesters and four Januaries student
do, that some of the
in residence (with modifications for trans- proposalsrepresentatives
serve
little
purpose
other than to
fer credit) and a total of 36 courses. A
satisfy
the
whims
of
some
of
the faculty
normal load would be four courses per
should
contact
one
of
the
student
represemester plus one each January. In other
senatives: Nick Nochols, Josie Quintrell, B
words, the course, rather than the credit
Bill Leete, Stacie Stoddard or Larry Branhours, would become our standard unit."
yan. The EPC, although at present voting
In considering the Hauss proposal, the com- on the Bundy proposals and amending them
mittee pointed out that two major diffias they see fit, is open to suggestions from
culties existed: the number of courses taken the student body.

' &timj nitiee Rep ort
The committee voted in \favor of retaining
the criteria for satisfying the requirerneiit
arid was generally in agreement to the pro.vision of regularly scheduled achievement ,
tests to demonstrate a student's level of
competence.
The January Program proposals of
the EPC subcommittee have,been the proposals that have received most attention
and publicity. A variety of options open to
the college in utilizing the January period
were discussed at the October 10 meeting
of the committee. To summarize the proposals discussed, I quote from the minutes
of that meeting as submitted by the secretary, L. Dean Samuel.
2. Status-Quo: Maintain the traditional
Jan Plan period, altering it only ' by offering
basic or f lexiblecredit f or completed Jan
Plans (the Bundy Recommendations).
Dean Jenson then queried whether the
EPC should evaluate the academic content
and the proposed credit of January Plans,
an inquiry that rermins unanswered.
2. Trisemester Plan : Basically, this plan
embodies three distinct semesters, approxi.mately ten weeks in duration with a normal academic load of 9 or 10 credit hours
(50 for the year). Some of the disadvantages include; a lighter course load, both
f or f aculty.(3 courses to 2 courses) and
students (5 courses to 3 courses), more
discretionary time in f all semester, and
beteam teaching more easily f acilitated
cause of the shorter time segments.
3. 4 -1 - 4 Plan: In contrast to the Status
Quo with credit, this plan explicitly requires f our courses each semester with an
additional required course in January.
4. Two semester plan: First semester f inals would revert back to January, with
second semester commencing after a one
week break.
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A Phone... A Phone
by Terry Smith

One ringy-dingy...two ringy-dingies..;
Yes, fellow Colbystudents, you guessed correctly; ,
' that is the sound a telephonemakes.Although
phonesare a dying breedhereat Colby,they
haven't quite reachedextinctionyet.
.
Twospeciesstill exist; the familiar "usedto
be a dime" pay phone and the conventionalblack
breed that screamsits mating call down many an
empty dormitory corridor at two in tlie morning.1 .•
In an effort to preservethe vanishingblack :
breed, Colby trustees set up the "Zoo"and keep y .
many of them caged there. But the rarer operatorinfestedpay phoneshavehidden themselves away ( , ' ¦] .
in obscure placeson campus. They can only be
coaxed out of hiding in the daytime or the wee
hours of the morning.It's a great hunter that can
raptureone at two minutes past eleven on a Sun- day evening.
One of these infamous big-phonehunters, '
relatedthe followingtale to me, whilelying in
wait for a phone in the outback region ofMary Low:
"Even if youfind one of these treacherous beasts,
you offl't kfll them.It's against the law. So you must
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try and tame them and that can be extremelydifficult. You must fight against the loud jungle ix>ar of
hall parties, long cold stares from the queue foniihg
behind you, arid insistent operators askingyoU your
life story.
Scarcity of thesepay phones can lead to
great distress in the human population. Mother
Belljust wasn't thinking of the consequenceswhen
she brought only one pay phoneinto the world,
for three floors of gossipy females.She also didn't
encloseall the fragile' creatures in a protectivecocoon. Thus, deep dark familysecrets are usually
common lpwwiedge.
I propose,amid all the "Save the Whales" and
and "Save the Seals" that a programof "Save the
Phones" be initiated hereat Colby.By letting theni
populate freely again, the demands on the poor
animalswould lessen. This would alsolessenthe
anxieties caused by, a busy signal or a wrong number,
of peoplewlio've waited to tame the beast for over
a half hour. With less worry devoted to a phone,
the moreworry we, can concentrateon our studies
and social life.
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"You just can 't put it into words. It's a wonderful feeling, but impossiW
' . '. • ' ¦ '
David LaLiberty
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